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In this article we will let the creativity flow freely to increase the understanding of Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD). For references and background information read article 1 - an outline. Here we simply 

directly start thinking AD from a Chinese medical point of view. The goal is to create an image of the 

disease, add more pieces to the AD puzzle and to increase the understanding.  

 

This is how I started to think AD when my father got the diagnosis AD in 2015. 

 

Pre-AD (preclinical stage) – Youming stage (The Hidden and the Visible) 

This is the stage where only the trained eye can observe abnormalities that might indicate AD. In 

Chinese psychology we call this stage 幽明 Youming - The hidden and the visible. Indicating that 

symptoms are hidden for the untrained eye. Let us state that something makes aspects within the 

congenital essence or Po (the etheric soul) to become activated as a starting point for this 

discussion. First we find Shen starting to become different than normal; the first sign of AD 

pathology. This is really the neurons starting to become affected by something and in the process 

causing the psychic qi to become weaker; making the first sign of AD a psychic qi xu. The activated 

AD from the congenital essence/ Po causes a disturbed circulation of psychic qi in the meridians and 

collaterals in the mind; causing great problems in Shen. The normal mental activity patterns change 

as a result of this altered circulation pattern of the psychic qi. Aspects in the mind connects 

different from normal and pathological changes starts to develop. Something made the congenital 

essence and Li to create a never ending 蜕变 Tuìbiàn, a degenerative process in Shen, the mind. 

Shen and its meridians loose its connections and possibilities to circulate the psychic qi, or in a more 

common language nerve cells and brain tissue is lost and the brain start to shrink. The brain will 

shrink to a smaller size, and of course a smaller, damaged and badly functioning brain is not good 
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for any human being. In the Youming stage (Pre-AD stage) we have no possibility to discover this 

subtle shrinking brain; making us searching for signs and signals in more visible areas like thinking 

(Shen), planning (Po) and remembering (Yi and Zhi). 

Normally we might observe some slight changes in Yi as one of the main AD indicators. Yi are in 

charge for the formation of new memories. Yi is in Chinese medicine and – psychology related to 

spleen zang and in biopsychology to hippocampus. When Yi starts to develop a qi xu we will with 

time observe that the brains ventricles start to get larger; the liquid filled spaces in the brain slowly 

grow larger. This is the physical body transforming or Po, the corporal soul, starting to develop a qi 

xu. If we have a brain sample from this stage, we might see that the brain tissue has fewer neurons 

and synapses than a normal brain; a sure sign of a degeneration of the congenital essence and Po. 

Beside the degeneration it is also common to say that AD brains have an abnormal cluster of protein 

fragments building up between its nerve cells called Plaques. It is also normal to observe that the 

nerve cells start to build up twisted strands of another protein called tangles. The two of the 

microscope markers for AD is plaque and tangle. In Chinese medicine we often call this type of 

fragments for Damp and Damp heat.  

 

Illustration 1 Pre-AD - Youming stage 

Let us take a step back, to refocus and see a little closer on AD from a scientific view point. AD tend 

to be seen as a type of protein misfolding disease. A state where the brain accumulates abnormally 

folded amyloid beta protein (Aβ). Aβ is a byproduct from APP; a transmembrane protein amyloid 

precursor protein). The function is associated with neural development. When the amount of Aβ 
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start to accumulate we find a change to from a beta sheet rich tertiary structure (amyloid fibrils) to 

plaque. When these fibrils start to accumulate outside the neurons we call this formation for 

plaque. Chinese medicine see this plaque to have a Damp nature caused by an activation of aspects 

within the congenital essence and Po. The plaque is created by protein from the fatty membrane 

surrounding nerve cells. Giving us an intimate connection between myelin breakdown and its 

release of oligodendrocyte- and myelin-associated iron that will promotes amyloid beta (Aβ) 

oligomerization; this is toxic for the brain. Something that geographically in the brain might connect 

AD to Multiple sclerosis. AD present low levels of myelin and elevated levels of iron in this brain 

region. It is more common to look at myelin in human brain development AND degeneration. 

Theoretically we have more evidence for a myelin breakdown causing a release of iron 

(oligodendrocyte- and myelin-associated) that is toxic in the brain. With the presence of this iron in 

the plaque we might expect a slow intoxication and neural degeneration. Iron levels increase with 

age and might contribute to a development of plaque in higher ages as myelin around the axons is 

naturally broken down with age. Thioflavine-S are used for labeling Aβ deposits in tissue; PIB is a 

thioflavine derivat. A thioflavine-Aβ reactivity is associated with metals in Aβ deposit. High iron 

levels might be a temporal structure for the PIB label, to bind amyloid plaques that Aβ and iron then 

fills. The brain has an extensive myelination that gives a high processing speed (Just like RAM in the 

computer), higher cognitive and behavioral functions. We need to remember that myelin and 

oligodendrocytes (produce myelin) are vulnerable to aspects caused by for example the amyloid 

beta (Aβ) oligomers and fibrils. This vulnerability might create this unique human degenerative 

disorders, Alzheimer’s disease. AD is known for its damage to the brains white matter by brain 

parenchyma Aβ load. One of the problems are that with age we find an increasing numbers of axons 

with smaller axon diameters than normal. Age, Apolipoprotein E genotype, and with increasing 

Aβ and iron levels we might find up to 45% thinner myelin sheaths than normal. Myelin is broken 

down and we find a change from late-myelinating toward earlier-myelinating regions. Brain iron 

levels is a risk factor for all age related neurodegenerative diseases; AD. Men have more brain iron 

than women. Men also get AD younger than women; about 5 years before 78 - vs 83 years. If a 

woman get menopause early she might develop AD earlier than menstruating women.  
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Illustration 2 Brain iron 

This trip through science of AD makes us understand that a type of congenital component is present 

as a basis for AD, and that we get high iron levels due to myelin and Aβ as a causative factor to AD. 

Iron works toxic in our brain (mind) and that creates neural degeneration. The older you get the 

higher iron levels and the chance for problems increases.  AD is not directly linked to genetics and it 

is not sure you will get it because your parents or many in your family have had it. Mostly we find 

AD as a problem for old people and less genetically related. Everybody run a relative risk to develop 

AD, but some genetic markers exist. A gene on chromosome 19 is responsible for the apolipoprotein 

E (ApoE) production. One of the three types of this protein (ApoE4) is more present with AD. This 

gene is not the cause, but increases the possibility with the double (2:1000 to 1:1000). Still only 50% 

of AD patients have the ApoE4 gene. The congenital essence here is our mechanisms that create 

elevated brain iron levels to toxic; our naturally present myelin around the nerves might convert to 

toxic brain iron. Having written all this, it is normal to consider early-onset AD as caused by genetic 

factors; APP, PSEN1, or PSEN2; making early-onset AD intimately related to individual congenital 

essence through genetic factors. The cause of late-onset Alzheimer disease are still more unclear. 

This form for AD is not connected to families, but clusters might occur! Most likely we find life 

factors, age and acquired essence as a more likely origin to this AD group. Knowing this we need to 

understand that the general congenital essence is an AD causative factor. Disorders related to 

variations in one or more genes in combination with lifestyle and environmental factors is 

congenital - AND acquired essence related. It exists genes for everything and the ApoE gene is 

considered as a risk factor for the late-onset AD; e4 allele. People with this gene might have an 

http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Glossary/chromosome
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increased individual's risk for developing late-onset AD. Kidney essence are a mix between the 

congenital essence and the acquired essence. In a way it is more correct to say that a weakening of 

the kidney essence is the cause to AD, but since we connect individual and general aspects in the 

congenital essence we tend to continue to state that the congenital essence is the origin to AD. 

Triggers might be external factors like smoking, eating habits, general lifestyle, virus, bacteria, age, 

gender and many others; acquired essence. 

AD is also seen to be a tauopathy; an abnormal aggregation of tau protein. Tau protein are form of 

protein that is regulated by phosphorylation to stabilize the microtubules in the cells cytoskeleton. 

In AD patients this does not function well since hyperphosphorylated Tau start to accumulate as 

paired helical filaments that converts into a mass inside the neuron. When Tau start to accumulate 

we call it tangles. Chinese medicine see this tangles to be of a Damp nature caused by an activation 

of aspects within the kidney essence. 

 

Illustration 3 Damp 

The third process we need to understand is neuro inflammation. Still a lot is unknown about this 

inflammation that might be observed in both blood and cerebrospinal fluid as pro-inflammatory 

cytokine in AD patients. Chinese medicine see this neuro inflammation to be of a Damp Heat nature 

in the meridians and Shen caused by an activation of aspects within the congenital essence. 

A mix between plaque, tangles and a neuro inflammation is normally believed to be the root 
cause to AD; a Damp situation in Shen. Damp heat is traditionally seen as the main reason the 
degeneration of the brain, cell death and tissue loss. Chinese medicine give the origin to the 
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Damp heat or the congenital essence; Li. From Li we find an endogen caused Damp heat pathogen 
factor emerge in Shen. Plaque and tangles in special are intimately related to the brain iron 
toxicity in the Aβ (Beta-amyloid) from the fatty tissue around the nerve cells. This toxicity is 
named as Damp heat in the Chinese medicine. The plaque might interfere with the nerve signals 
at the synapses. In a Chinese medical language, we might say that this is the Damp heat causing a 
qi stagnation in the meridian and collaterals. This creates an increased inflammation and cell 
problems; sufficient heat transform into Fire. With Fire we get more damage. A stagnation in the 
qi circulation will create accumulations of qi. Where qi is accumulated we find heat. Since this qi 
stagnation is located on one distinct place or space in particular we might call it damp heat. The 
brain and the mind is normally related to Shen; making it possible to name this situation as Heat 
damp in Shen. Everything in our brain follow a fixed system coded into our congenital essence. 
Not everything is healthy or what we wish for. Our tau tries to keep this flow of everything 
correctly. When tau collapses we find the beginning of its twisting into something we call tangles. 
The tangles interrupt the flow of everything, and as a result AD develop. The circulation of qi is 
interrupted and as a result we find a development of Damp heat in Shen. With Damp heat in Shen 
we find a weakening of the psychic qi. A psychic qi xu will create a Yi qi xu and a Zhi qi xu and with 
that the classical AD symptomology. 

 

Illustration 4 Neuroinflamation 

Let us go back to the point when the congenital essence become activated, and the person starts to 

develop a Damp heat in Shen. Exactly from that moment we observe a declining of the psychic qi. 

Here we need to understand that AD starts before the symptoms and (exactly) the symptoms are 

only indicators for a disease called AD and little more. We observe the AD condition through its 
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symptoms. AD in Chinese medicine is are an activation of the congenital essence and Li that cause 

the development of Heat damp in Shen. Heat damp in Shen causes multiple other elements in the 

AD patient. The weakening of the psychic qi will create less mental power, and the mind slightly 

starts to malfunction. As a result, mental confusion develops and with that we find plausible 

observable AD symptoms. From this very moment, when this person is confronted by new things, 

complexity or with increasing stressors we find confusion as a marked AD indicator. The person is 

not acting as centered as before, and mentally starts to run in circles when it heats up. Confusion to 

new things is in Chinese psychology related to Yi and with that the mental aspect of Spleen zang. 

The sensation of not justified stress is related to a lowering of 度量 Dùliàng (mental tolerance) in 

Hun due to a psychic qi xu.  

 

Illustration 5 Damp heat in Shen 

This light confusion (Yi qi xu) caused by the weakening of the psychic qi also manifest itself through 

relatively insignificant cognitive difficulties in the person. Insignificant because it is subclinical; 

thereby no problem. This confusion is mainly connected to a reduced attentiveness due to the 

reduced psychic qi; making the presence in a given situation become reduced and as a result the 

person appear confused. The psychic qi xu will also afflict Shen; meaning that the heat damp in 

Shen slow down the psychic qi to cause an even bigger damp situation in Shen. Shen will develop 

observable minor errors or problems. These minor errors or changes are still of minor importance 

or perhaps even of an insignificant quality. We find the Shen related symptoms to be errors and 

difficulties mainly related to planning and general thinking. More specific, others might notice a 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=duliang
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=duliang
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change in mental speed and mental accuracy; meaning the person still do the same mental 

activities, but slower, less secure and with more inaccurate decisions. Beside everything we find an 

increasing lack of flexibility or mental rigidity. This rigidity is due to the developing psychic qi xu. 

When the amount of qi is low, we find the qi circulation more focused inside the meridians and 

collaterals. It is no room for flexibility any more when the qi levels go under a certain Duliang; 

making the person focused on surviving within the given parameters. This rigidity is new and might 

be observed as something different in the behavior. This different is one of the diffuse subclinical 

indicators of AD. With a lower level of psychic qi, we will also be able to observe a reduction in the 

activity in Yi. Something that manifests itself as a reduction of the short term memory. In short, the 

person forgets or do not remember as sharply as before. Others might see this as a state of 

normality, but compared to before it is a dramatic change. The reduction of psychic qi will make the 

person to slow down verbally. This become more visible when the person has to connect special 

and difficult words; words might be misplaced or a simplified vocabulary might be (visible) used. 

Another aspect that become reduced is the reading comprehension and reading abilities. You might 

see this as a type of rusty vocabulary and language. All these problems are due to a malfunctioning 

heaven, an initiation of a weakening of the psychic qi. All our words are stored in Zhi, and this 

vocabulary problem indicate a weakening of Zhi qi. A Zhi qi xu will provoke an abnormal loss of 

memory; still of mirror quantity – sub-clinical. Do not forget that this is traits of AD which is 

emerging. If we manage to catch these subtle indicators we might start to prevent or slow down the 

development of this disease. 

 

A psychic qi xu will create a reduced animation. This reduced sensation of amino is really that the 

control of Hun in the body get reduced. When this control is reduced we will find a Hun out of 

control. The most common indicator is that Hun go up and down faster than normal; for less - and 

for more than needed. At the same time, we find a negative change in Duliang. A negative change in 

Duliang mean a lowered tolerance for mental stress. Something we might find reflected in a 

growing situational apathy (Psychic qi xu) and tendency to mental problems related to an elevated 

activity in Hun like depression (liver qi stagnation), aggression (liver heat), quick changes (liver wind), 

frustrations (liver qi stagnation), irritability (liver qi stagnation) and frustration (liver heat). When Duliang is 

lowered the person will get more and stronger symptoms from Hun. The classical Hun symptoms are liver 

zang related. The key here is the congenital conditioned weakening of psychic qi causing a lowering of Yang 

in Shen. With a weaker Shen than normal we find the mind working on a different pace than normal. Shen 

will afflict Yang in both Zhi and Yi; making the memory related aspects starting to slow down. As the psychic 

qi continue to go down we will reach a point where Duliang in Hun will become lowered. When Duliang is 

lower than normal we will get more signs and symptoms from Hun. Normally these indicators are liver zang 

related. In the Pre-AD stage we might observe (over time) a reduction in object recognition and in direction 

sense. Reduction is the word. It is not necessarily a problem or visible and in some cases the person even has 
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BETTER abilities than others, but it is a REDUCTION. All caused by a weaken psychic qi starting to afflict 

the systems in the mind and body.  

 

Early stages AD 

A Change in stage mean little more than the symptoms start to become more visible. We might say 
that AD has developed to a level where it manifests stronger indicators. At this stage we observe 
that the problem both has become more severe and more visible. Still the person functions 
independently and you feel that the person is present and fully cooperating in a conversation. 
People that do not know the person might suspect, but cannot tell for sure if something is wrong. 
The most common indicator are the emerging problems from Zhi. Since the qi in Zhi are decreasing 
we find an emerging memory problem. Before it was more short time memory (Yi qi xu), but now 
we might observe that the long term memory is weakening; Zhi qi xu. The person might forget 
things that normally should have been there for shortly after remember it again. We might see this 
as a type of mental temporal short cut or a psychic qi xu. The first elements of language problems 
are names of things and persons, or nouns (more than verbs). We know that nouns are processed 
primary in the posterior, visual object processing regions of the brain and verbs to frontal, motor-
processing areas. In AD we find event-related potentials in response to nouns to be an interesting 
topic. Neural processing for nouns is intimately connected to both context complexity and the 
speed of the information in the brain. The neural activity depends on if it is a verb or a noun, and 
how the word is used in a sentence; meaning this is not only a question of information in or out. 
This is a far more complex matter. We might say that the key here is the type of stimulus the noun 
represents and the context where it is used to create one of the first real indicators in AD. The 
reason for nouns as an indicator is the complex nature that might surround the nouns; making the 
processing of nouns more complex and demanding than other linguistic aspects. When something is 
complex we need more psychic qi; more mental power. An AD patient simply lack psychic qi, and 
this create implications for finding stored information in both Zhi and Yi. At the same time, we will 
observe a Shen qi xu that results in decision making. This chose between different options is not 
easy with a weak Shen qi. Nouns is regarded as more mentally complex than verbs, and following 
we find nouns to be one of the prime indicators for AD. The AD patients fights to remember the 
name of relatively known faces of famous people (and others), newly introduced people and 
uncommon items. The vocabulary and verbal fluency are reduced by the same reason - a Zhi qi xu; 
caused by a psychic qi xu.  
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Illustration 6 Early stages AD 

Something activates aspects inside the congenital essence and the degeneration of Li begin. Then 
we observe that the psychic qi weakens and this is the root to AD emerging. AD are characterized by 
a weakening of the psychic qi that afflict on Shen. First we find a light weakening of qi in Yi and Zhi. 
This weakening we normally name as Pre-AD. Then we find a real weakening of Zhi emerge. When 
Zhi is afflicted we normally say that this is a marker for the early stages of AD. 

As the memory is weakening due to a Zhi qi xu we also observe that the person has increasing 
problems with understanding how to interact socially. It is like the social skills are partial forgotten 
or a lowering of the social intelligence (SI). Still the AD patient interacts, speak and communicate 
close to normal, but he struggles more than before and starts to dislike social settings of that 
reason. This is the first time we see that everything is “close to” normal and not “as normal”. With 
the weakening of the psychic qi we find the person also develop problems related to SI. When the 
AD patient have reached this point of development, we find that Yi also start to weaken more than 
before and deeper. A weakening of Yi qi creates a symptomology related to the short time memory. 
The first sign for the Yi qi xu in Early stages AD is the visible forgetting of recent information. In the 
moment the person has to learn something new we find the person read and study as before, but Yi 
do not retain well. We also observe that the information does not flow from Yi to Zhi as before; 

creating learning difficulties. Chinese psychology call this flow for 流动 liúdòng. Liu dong is the flow 
of something or the movement of the psychic qi in Shen. If the psychic qi is reduced in its Liu dong 
(flow) we will find problems with the mental function. We aren’t directly referring to mental 
problems, but rather an altered mental state or function. Liu dong is essential for the psychic qi. All 
stagnation or deficiency of the psychic qi will create a Liu dong qi xu. With a Liu dong qi xu we might 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=flow
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=flow
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suspect anything to happen. Everything depends on the individual Duliang (tolerance). If Duliang is 

high or low, 贵贱 Guìjiàn, we find the psychic qi act accordingly. A high duliang will create more 
tolerance and a better basic functioning, but a low Duliang will create a lowered resistance and 
thereby also increased symptoms. Duliang are located in Hun, and Hun regulates the Duliang level 
according to the level of psychic qi. In times of turbulence or accommodation we find times of 
guijian (variation). The tolerance goes up and down according to the level of psychic qi.  A change in 

Duliang due to guijian creates changes in Hun and in the way Hun reflects itself in Po; 反映 Fǎnyìng. 
It is possible to say that the liudong (flow) of psychic qi depends on guijian. Hun is in this regard of a 
more passive nature and act as a reflection of the levels of psychic qi. That regulate Duliang to be 
gujian, and thereby causes liudong to change. This change reflects in the psychic qi and in the 
symptomology of the AD patient. In this stage we find the patient have good days and bad days. If 
something extra happens we find bad days, but if everything is calm and relaxed we find good days. 
The key is the amount of psychic qi and liudong in the meridian and collaterals. AD patients struggle 
hard to recover newly acquired information. Since the information he searches for or wants is most 
likely not properly retained or stored in Zhi or Yi for that sake! It is easy to forget Shen when most of 
the symptomology is around Yi and Zhi, but the Shen qi is also weakening. The most visible Shen qi 

xu symptom is a decrease in the executive functions; 高管 Gāoguǎn. This is both the cognitive 
control (Gaoguan Yin) AND the supervisory attentional system (Gaoguan Yang) in Shen; the brain. In 
many ways we might say that Yi and Zhi is the mental hard disk that gather and stores information 
from the external world (Yin is Yi and Zhi), and Shen is the speed of the computer (RAM) that 
regulates the operating system that takes care of the minds management (Yang is the psychic qi). 
Shen regulate and controls the use of the information in Yi (short term memory) and Zhi (long term 
memory). If we get a problem with Shen we will soon discover it through strange reasoning, a lack 
of mental flexibility and terrible planning abilities. In this early stages of AD, we find a weakening of 
Shen qi and thereby in Gaoguan (the executive functions); making the person start to do strange 
things. Strange things might be whatever, but most frequent this is decisions that does not 
correspond with anything. We no longer only find the classical memory errors from Yi and Zhi as 
putting things in the correct place, finding words, and reproducing information. Now we also find an 
increasing problem in Shen. The person sometimes does mistakes that is impossible to explain; the 
brain does not think well and as a result strange actions occurs. Chinese psychology normally say 

that the first sign of a Shen qi xu is 陌生 Mòshēng or strangeness, Gaoguan (executive functions) 
are intimately related to Shen. If Shen is weak, we find Gaoguan become reduced; meaning when a 
Shen qi xu develop we find the mind work slower, and as a result the mind does not produce as 
before. Shen qi xu give Gaoguan xu (less executive actions) and a growth of Mosheng (strangeness). 
The sharpness and depth that existed is gone in the AD patient. Left is superficial person that often 
act less thoughtful than before. As the mind works slower due to the Shen qi xu we find Mosheng 
(strangeness) occur more frequent on the behavior arena. Mosheng is enhanced in moments when 
extras occur due to extra pressure on Shen. A Shen qi xu situation will become worse when the 
person uses more Shen qi than normal. As Shen struggle harder more Mosheng symptomology 
develops. The main Mosheng symptom is confusion and superficial behavior.  

 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=high+low
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=high+low
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=fanying
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=fanying
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=executive
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=executive
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=strange
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=strange
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Illustration 7 Mosheng - Strangeness 

Another strong AD indicator is that the person starts to push responsibility to others and pull away 

from the world as he discovers his short cummings and unpredictable errors. This is a classical 撤出 
Chèchū withdrawal mechanism. Chechu (withdrawal) are used when a situation become difficult to 
avoid to become confronted with personal short cummings. As he experiences daily life difficulties, 
he tries to hide them; Chechu. Close people might observe small changes in the person that is new 
behavior, and perhaps notice this sufficient to make remarks to others. Of course, the person tries 
to hide his confusion and strangeness when it occurs, but it is there, it is there! Normally, the 
person only has lapses of errors, and these errors is of a minor visibility, impact and quality; signs of 
Hun qi xu. This reduction of Gaoguan (executive functions), growth of Mosheng (strangeness) and 
an increased Chechu (withdrawal) is clear indicators for a development of AD due to a Shen qi xu.  

 

In this phase we find minor indicators of behavioral errors to develop. Some is more of a mental 
character and others more physical. We find in “the later stages” of the early stages of AD a 
development of slight coordination problems; mostly connected to fine motor tasks. Exactly this 

type of AD patient motoric indicators might be named a deficient  动作 Dòngzuò or movement. This 
Dongzuo xu is basically an error in moving correctly according to Chinese psychology. In this phase 
we find only minor Dongzuo in the AD patient, but it is possible to observe changes and see that this 

is not normal movements. This out of line movements might be called 串 Chuàn string together or 
connect wrongly. When Dongzuo is in Chuan qi xu we find slight coordination anomaly. Chuan qi xu 
occurs when movements are not following the normal Dongzuo pattern. Movement in Chinese 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?wdrst=0&wdqb=withdraw
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?wdrst=0&wdqb=withdraw
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=movement+
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=movement+
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=movement+
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=movement+
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medicine is related to liver zang, and all changes out of normal is related to liver and its domination 
of muscles and tendons. Hun is related to liver zang, and all changes in Hun will reflect itself in liver 
zang and its functions; making a negative change in Duliang (tolerance) create a bigger possibility 
for an overacting of Hun and thereby an increased probability for a liver qi stagnation. Guijian 
(variation) in Huns Duliang is created by – and will create more Gujian in the psychic qi. The Liver is 
responsible for the free flow of liver qi and to maintain the levels of qi in the channels and 
collaterals. The Liudong (flow) in the system depends directly on Duliang in Hun. When liver zang 
develops abnormal variations we will start to find muscular indicators like Dongzuo (movement) 
variations and Abnormal Chuan (coordination).  The most visible indicators in this phase is disturbed 
handwriting and signature abilities.  

 

Illustration 8 Liudong - Flow 

Dongzuo (movement) - and Chuan (coordination) problems might be explained through Hun, 
Duliang (tolerance), Gujian (variation), and the lack of Liudong (flow). The origin to this 
symptomology and disturbed qi might be traced back to Po and the qi in Po. When Po start to lack 
qi we find Shen sending the strange orders (Mosheng) to the muscles; making them respond 
inappropriate. Liver zang dominates the movement of muscles and Liver zang are related to Hun. 
Hun is more the mental mind and Po is more the physical mind; making this part of the process a 
Hun-Po interaction. One good indicator here is that the person gets worse when he experiences 
mental stress. Mental stress will increase the negative activity in Hun and lower Duliang, consume 
the psychic qi and thereby provoke minor motoric problems (Dongzuo qi xu) as seen in coordination 
problems (Chuan qi xu).  
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Do not forget that the AD person at this level still functions very well and he can express his ideas 
and thoughts! If he is permitted to live in the past and speak about the old times and repeat familiar 
tasks we might find AD go undetected for a long time, but in the moment new information need to 
be processed or the mental pressure increases we find AD become manifested stronger. Telling us 
that Zhi still is relatively strong, and Yi is starting to get problems. Lapses of confusion and memory 
weakening mixed with writing problems might indicate early stages of AD. The symptoms are 
slightly visible in this stage. 

 

Middle stage AD 
At this stage we find the AD patient become visible as the symptomology worsens. Most visible are 
the problems related to Shen as the person gradually get increasingly problems in performing basic 
daily life tasks. Still the person has a long term memory in Zhi, weaker than before, but still present. 
The short term memory in Yi fails frequently and starts to cause problems in the daily life. It is more 
difficult to remember new information; the person remembers what he ate for Christmas 10 years 
ago, but not if he has milk in the fridge or not. The development of AD at this stage is still gradual 

and slow. Chines psychology categorize AD as a disease that is 冉冉 Rǎnrǎn or gradual; making the 
symptoms evolve in a slow pace. The change in symptomology is almost invisible gradual; Ranran. 
The intimate family and close friends might get used to the weak memory in Yi and partly Zhi, and 
ignore the fact that the person gradually forgets more as time passes. The brain is slowly switching 
off. It is normal for an AD patient to be in this middle stage for years.  
 

 
Illustration 9 Middle stage AD 

 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?wdrst=0&wdqb=gradually
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?wdrst=0&wdqb=gradually
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One of the main AD observations from external persons are the frustrations and the verbal 
insufficiency in the AD patient. Frustrations are divided into two: First their struggle to perform in 
normal daily life tasks. Second, their struggle to communicate what they want to communicate. 
Frustrations is in Chinese medicine related to liver zang and more specific to a liver qi stagnation. 
This liver qi stagnation is normally caused by a hyperactivity in Hun passing Duliang (tolerance). The 
AD patient struggle to preform and to communicate properly. This struggle is the root to this 

frustration. In Chinese psychology we normally call this type of problems 奋斗 Fèndòu or Struggle. 

An excess of Fendou will create an elevated activity in Hun and there by frustrations. As a 
consequence, to this we find many classical symptoms from Shen and Zhi evolve. Shen qi xu creates 
problems in the use of the mind, and the other create problems with the long term memory. Often 
we discover that some days the AD patient got problems with the memory and others not. Telling 
us that the information is stored and the problem is taking it out. Remember this, it is not the 
memory (yet), it is the process of withdrawing information from the memory. To take a memory, 
and activate a memory requires a mental activity; psychic qi. This activity is dominated by Hun, our 
etheric soul, and stored in liver zang. This is the first time that we find Hun as an active component 
in AD. Before we found Po, the antagonist to Hun, to be intimately related to the congenital essence 
and the initiation of AD. In this stage of AD, we find Shen is weakened by a psychic qi xu; creating a 
weak Zhi and an even weaker Yi. Now we see the main problem start to include a Hun imbalance. 

This indicates a new level in the progress of this disease, the mental turmoil, 动乱 Dòngluàn. From 
now on, Dongluan (turmoil) is what will dominate the AD patient for a long time. We also find 
Dongluan in persons that have a lot to think about or a lot of problems, but in the AD patient we 
find a quiet Dongluan; a mind shutting down. Normal indicators of Dongluan is normally that the AD 
patient might start to refuse to take regular baths, change clothes and do other normal required 
activities. The origin to Dongluan is the Shen qi xu; the mind weakens, and a lack of decisions and 
reasoning follows. 
 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=struggle
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=struggle
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=turmoil
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=turmoil
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Illustration 10 The Creation of Dongluan - Mental turmoil 

 
Expression of personal thoughts become very difficult for the AD patient due to severe formulation 
problems (Shen related) and a lack of vocabulary (Zhi related). Themes are limited due to a weak 
short time memory (Yi related) and a weak long time memory (Zhi related). The main indicator of 

this middle stage is problems with expression. Chinese psychology call this way of expression for 措

辞 Cuòcí. Cuoci is the way a person uses words and expresses himself. AD reduced the Cuoci qi as a 
result of the Shen qi xu. As time passes we find the AD patient start to answer more than he asks; 
less initiation of conversations and less verbal. He gives shorter and shorter answers and gradually 
he ends up with simple one word answers and sounds. When we observe this shortening in 
conversation we know that qi in Hun is getting weaker; often this can be seen as the neurons slowly 
degenerating in the brain; the Shen qi xu is getting worse. 
 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?wdrst=0&wdqb=expressing
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?wdrst=0&wdqb=expressing
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?wdrst=0&wdqb=expressing
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Illustration 11 Cuoci - The problem of expression 

Since Hun have problem with activating the mind (moving the psychic qi) properly as a type of 
ultimate psychic qi xu we get strong markers like mental irregularities; Hun does not create a proper 
Liudong (flow) of the psychic qi. Remember that the origin of psychic qi is located in the kidney 
essence (Acquired and congenital essence) and that we have two important aspects: movement and 
quantity of movement; does it move and do you have sufficient. The person temporarily forgets 
episodes in past and present. The key word here is TEMPORARILY; it is not permanent. Indicating a 
problem with Huns ability to take out information from Zhi and Yi is increasing. From before Yi and 
Zhi have problems with storing information and to take out some information, but now the general 
way of taking out information is damaged through Huns qi xu. Sometimes when the AD patient feel 
calm and relaxed Hun have sufficient qi to function acceptable. What is stored might be taken out; 
remember not everything is stored as before. When Hun qi is weak or consumed the person get 
greater difficulties to take out the information. The ultimate indicator for the middle stage AD is 
that the person forgets very important information as where he lives, where the toilet is, the face of 
known people and the way from the garden to the house; very known information is lost. Here we 
find the transition from some details is forgotten to it is difficult to remember sometimes to 
important information is lost. This transition is really connected to the additional weakening of Shen 
qi causing a Hun qi xu; the etheric soul.  
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Illustration 12 Temporality in AD 

 
In short, very known important facts of practical and non-practical qualities are lost forever. With a 
weak Hun qi, you get problems to take out information and to put new information in. Only 
occasional you might observe Hun taking out and putting in properly; this occurs only when Hun is 
strong and that is seldom. When you speak with the AD patient about it and he will confirm that it 
feels like his house for the last 20 years become a completely new house every day. He sees 
everything and understand that he should know the place, but he doesn’t. Indicating a very weak 
Shen qi and a relatively stronger Hun qi. Some AD patients tries to manage by them self in this stage 
also, but often they fail. A common indicator in this stage is wandering. The AD patient starts 
walking, but he does not know here he is really going; remember that everything is new for him. He 
might not even have dressed properly for the walk; for example, summer clothes in wintertime. 
Another aspect here is his impulsivity. Sometimes we find the person really try to be as before and 
really try to do something new and impulsive, but we find this often go wrong. This is the mind 
intending to be as before… well, intending. The intended impulsivity might be interpreted as Hun 
flaming up; as a temporarily increase in Yang in Hun, perhaps as a liver Fire or liver qi stagnation. 
Some persons might be fooled to believe that this is a signal of the AD patient getting better. We 
know that this impulsivity is more a sign of AD pathology and resignation of a normal functioning 
Hun and Shen. The same goes for the relatively short attention span. He might be 100% present and 
following one minute and lost the next. Qi is fading out. 
 
All these more severe symptoms are related to Hun and Shen, and is not really a memory related 

problem from Zhi and Yi. An indicator of Hun qi problems is the vulnerability in Hun; 易损性 
Yìsǔnxìng. A Hun qi xu we indicate that Hun does not stand extras as before. Everything out of the 
normal will consume qi from Hun through increasing the activity in Hun; since Hun is low in qi we 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=vulnerability
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=vulnerability
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get problems. When the qi level in Hun decrease we get a lowering of Duliang increasing the chance 
for liver fire, liver wind and liver qi stagnation increase dramatically. If something out of routine 
happened, something small or extra and the person might become upset, moody or what to 
withdraw himself from the situation. It is common to experience challenging situations with AD 
patients in this stage. When the AD patient have his occasional variations, we might experience 
physical aggression and verbal situations. One other interesting aspect that manifests are two very 

common indicators: 幻想 Huànxiǎng (delusion) and 多疑 Duōyí (suspiciousness); the mind starts to 
wander and do not separate fantasy from reality. Often we find the AD patient projecting his 
biggest fear onto the caretaker – the fear of being left alone; monophobia, isolaphobia or simply 
autophobia. The AD patient is filled with insecurity and anxiety about being alone or left alone. 
Often we might observe monophobia indicators like a need to have people to accompanying him to 
the toilet and refusing to shower alone; more than strictly needed. This fear creates even more 
potential problems in the relationship than AD in itself in this phase. AD have its symptomology and 
mixed with monophobia with its classical dizziness, feeling of choking, shaking, numbness, problems 
of separating reality from unreality and the fear of dying, - losing control and – fainting. 
Monophobia sufferers also have greater chance for developing other phobias like agoraphobia (fear 
of open places) and claustrophobia (fear of close places). The AD patient often manifest as a type of 
hallucinations where the person starts to believe in things that does not exist. Normally this is 

related to his biggest fear; to be left alone by the caretaker; monophobia or 孤零零 Gūlínglíng. This 
is the main reason why he often starts to accuse the caretaker for irrational aspects like 
unfaithfulness and wanting to kill him. This is Fire in Hun due to a lack of rooting; causing a liver fire, 
liver yin xu or liver qi stagnation. 
 

 
Illustration 13 Yinsunxing - Vulnerability within AD 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=delusion
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=delusion
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=suspicious
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=suspicious
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=alone
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=alone
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The experienced loneliness or monophobia is an emotional state creating a powerful feeling of 
emptiness and isolation. AD isolates, but the fear of being left alone is multiplying this. This is not 
about wanting company or wanting to be with another person for that sake. This is a feeling of 
being cut off and alienated by others; a feeling of a situation where it is impossible to have 
meaningful human contact. The AD patient feel empty and hollow inside. This feeling creates an 
anxious and frequently depressed state in the patient; classical kidney yang - and liver fire 
symptoms. Since the AD patient feel alone he often become over needy of other people. Creating a 
situation where the caretaker have to be around all the time; the AD patient often manipulate these 
situations. Just as monophobia is one of the main reason to marriage and relationships, and why 
people stay in bad relationships. The monophobia relationship is doomed to be unhappy and 
unfulfilling. The quality of life is reduced and often we find panic attacks, just as AD patients 
experience at this stage of the AD disease. 

 
We should not think that all the needs an AD patient have is monophobia. Most of the need is 
because the AD patient actually is in the need of help as Li degenerates and the mind stop working 
properly. Since Hun does not find the required information in the badly functioning Yi and Zhi, and 
Shen fights to make good decisions; the person in general lack both direction and where to go. In 
short, he is a patient that need a caretaker. Even easy tasks like dressing himself gradually become 
impossible. First he does not remember what fits together or the difference between a sock and a 
shoe. This due to the weakening of Zhi qi. The weak Yi qi makes him not capable to acquire the 
information. If the information is not lost, the weak Hun qi frequently fails in searching for the saved 
information. Hun not finding the information happen just as frequently as it is not stored in Zhi. 

Errors caused by Hun is the “sometimes missing information” or 有时 Yǒushí, but if it became 
permanent we are speak about a Yi and Zhi error. For example, a father that sometimes remember 
his children – Hun qi xu, and a father that never remember his children - Zhi and Yi qi xu. If the AD 
patient sometimes manages to dress himself, he has a weak Hun and the information intact in Zhi, 
but when he loses the ability we say that his Zhi qi xu is relatively permanent.  
 

http://www.psychologistanywhereanytime.com/emotional_problems_psychologist/psychologist_anxiety.htm
http://www.psychologistanywhereanytime.com/emotional_problems_psychologist/psychologist_depression.htm
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=sometime
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=sometime
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Illustration 14 Youshi - Missing information due to weak Hun 

 
In the middle AD stage we have many aspects that manifests itself with a qi xu. Most of them are 
related to Hun, Yi, Zhi and of course also Shen. Through the complete pathological trajectory, we 
have Li, the congenital essence as the origin and Po as the executor. Po is the corporal soul. An AD 
patient will not feel calm and relaxed as others due to his lack of psychic qi or mental energy. His 
mind works hard searching for something that perhaps exists someplace inside his head or perhaps 
not. Perhaps it is the searching ability that fails (Hun error) or the something is lost forever (Zhi 
error) or this something might never have been saved in the first place (Yi error). We might also 
suspect that the decision to really find or take out something is deficient (Shen error). What is for 
sure is that the mind does not function as before (Po error) and that it is due to the congenital 
essence. 
 
The common symptoms that occurs is easy to place in the Chinese medical system at this stage. The 
altered day rhythm is related to Hun and Shen. Shen are responsible for the sleeping habits through 
the intimate relation to heart zang, or even more specific a heart yin xu. At the same time Hun also 
guides the sleeping pattern through being connected to the mental activity and etheric soul. When 
the psychic qi does not Liudong (flow) well in Hun the guiding of Shen starts to fail (the mind fails). 
We cannot forget that AD are caused by a weakening of the congenital essence, a part of kidney 
essence. The kidney essence is nourishing heart with Yin. When the kidney fails in doing its job we 
find the heart developing a Yin deficiency. Heart Yin deficiency might create insomnia. We need to 
remember that people that does not sleep at night time tend to get tired at day time, and if you 
semi-sleep all day you tend to sleep bad at night time. Another aspect to consider is when Po get 
weak, we find Hun to get relatively stronger, making a normal Hun function appear as an elevated 
Hun. Often we see this as a relative lowering of Duliang (tolerance).  
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AD patients tends to start with repetitive movements of some kind; moving ankles, hands or fingers. 
This motoric repetition is a sign of internal wind, liver wind or simply an elevated activity in Hun. 
Again remember that motoric activity is related to liver zang that is intimately connected to Hun. 
When Hun starts to elevate its activity we find liver zang manifest multiple muscular restlessness 
indicators. The actual normal motoric activity is reduced since the AD patient have huge problems 
with controlling his fine motoric skills. Creating more movements without purpose, and less 
purpose filled movements. All problems related to Yi, the short time memory, become worse since 
the qi in Yi gradually runs out. The less Yi qi give less memory retention. Since the person remember 
less than before, and have greater problems with retrieving information that is stored due to the 

weakening of Hun, we find a strong sensation of confusion develop - 混乱 Hùnluàn. What to say, 
where to go, “where are you?” and how to do things get gradually more difficult. The person 
basically loses his independence and need a caretaker 24/7. It is rare to find AD patients at this 
stage that still have autonomy. Hunluan dominates strongly due to the qi xu in Shen, Hun, Yi and 
Zhi.  
 

For others that don’t know the person (that well) often notice problems with 交流 Jiāoliú, 
communication. At this stage of AD, we often find an incorrect use of words and difficulties to find 
the correct word. This is the mix of a weakening of Zhi qi and the degeneration of qi in Hun. This 
also might be seen in the abilities in reading and writing. Normally we find these abilities come to a 
total hold at this stage. It is not only the memory of words or vocabulary that get a huge blow in this 
stage, but also the long term memories (Zhi) start to degenerate. Key episodes in the life start to 
fade away. It gets more difficult to remember the face of grandchildren and friends. Close people 
get unfamiliar. This is something that might become experienced as traumatic for familiars of the 
AD patient, but also the person forgetting suffers –big time! In Chinese psychology we say that this 
is Hun leaving the body. Left is Po the corporal soul and not the etheric soul. As the last leftovers in 
Zhi are being forgotten forever, we find Hun qi also getting rapidly more deficient. Creating a state 
where Hun goes into a final Dongluan (turmoil). It is VERY common to experience an elevated 
activity in Hun created by the progress of the disease and frustrations related thereto; frustrations 
are normally connected to liver qi stagnations and liver fire. Common symptomology is liver qi 
stagnation related as irritability and aggressive outbursts. It is also common to get a Po qi stagnation that 

manifests like a momentary sadness and crying; a lung yang state. Perhaps most frequent are the 

trademark AD Huànxiǎng (delusion) and 错觉 Cuòjué (illusions) related to the fear of being left alone by 

the loved ones; monophobia. These symptoms are related to Hun qi xu just as the very common wandering. 
The mark of the end of middle stage AD are failing muscles in the urinary bladder and bowels; Incontinence. 
Something that tell us that the tendino muscular meridian (TMM) of urinary bladder and the large intestine 
starts to develop a qi xu. The qi that circulates in the TMM are Wei qi. Wei qi is our body’s immune system or 
blood out to the cells. Creating a necessity to use pampers. This marks that the physical body or the AD 
patient, Po qi, have reached a point where it cannot uphold the normal physical activities and the downfall of 
the will finally begin from this point on, meaning that in the middle stage AD we have a weakening of Hun qi 
as the key indicator, and the end of this stage are the presence of strong Po qi xu symptomology. 

 

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=confusion
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=confusion
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=communication
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=communication
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=delusion
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=illusion
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=illusion
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Late stage AD 

This is the stage where we find the final movements in qi before the extreme qi xu terminates the 
AD patient. The patient is totally dependent and have gradually no way to respond properly to the 
external world. All Jiāoliú, communication, is reduced to something close to meaningless. The cause 
to this is a very low qi in Shen causing difficulties to decide whatever. The extremely low qi in Yi 
causes the person to not store any new information. The extremely low qi in Zhi causes the person 
to not recollect old information. On the top of this we also find the qi in Hun so low that whatever is 
stored in Yi or Zhi is not possible to take out even if it had been stored. Beside all this low qi we also 
find Po emerge with a much lower qi. Po is the corporal soul and responsible for the normal 
functioning of the physical body. The severity in Po might be visible in the gradual physical 
degeneration and weakening of physical abilities. In most AD patients we find normal day to day 
movements become gradually more complicated. In the medium and late parts of late stage we will 
observe that the AD patient need help to walk. This is considered to be the main indicator of a total 
collapse of Po qi. Before we observed more problems related to Hun and memory, but not we 
observe more problems with Po and physical abilities. When the mind “shuts down” we find the 
body also “closing down”. At some point in the development of AD we find a development of 
problems related to something as basic as to swallow. Further on at this stage Hun is not capable to 
take out information from the mind; what is stored stay in the storage. Yi is not storing more new 
information creating a close to empty short time memory with the implications this might give. Zhi 
is not storing more information into the long term memory and what is stored is being “erased”. 
Shen that in previous stages did take some decisions based on failing information is not deciding 
anything anymore. Shen qi is deficient and decisions that might come from the AD patients will at 
this stage be of a very questionable quality.  

http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php?page=worddict&wdrst=0&wdqb=communication
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Illustration 15 Jiaoliu Xu - Reduced communication in AD 

The AD patient understand that something is wrong, and suffer for that. Gradually as Hun leave the 
body we will eventually observe a reduction of this suffering. Hun that is in a Hun qi xu state will be 
more sensible than ever. Resulting in an even stronger relative lowering of Duliang. Since an AD 
patient have many issues related to AD (increased activity in Hun) we find him more emotionally 
charged than before, and with the increased sensibility in Duliang he also gets a more complicated 
mood often mixed with an increased anxiety (a kidney yang state). Anxiety tend to come when 
people are in extreme situations. He does not communicate and might be observed as quiet, filled 
with apathy and semi-sleeping. When the person is present we find both the interest and ability to 
communicate limited and at often at its best repetitive. If the AD patient still is able to speak he will 
only use simple phrases on good days and other days’ single words. The normal is no verbal 
communication, but more communication through sounds and gestures. No communication does 
not mean that the AD patient have disconnected totally. He will to a limited degree understand 
emotional signals. It is like if the mind is shutting down. As Po qi is weakening we find many physical 
aspects change. Most common are reduced audition (kidney zang related), reduced eye vision (liver 
zang related) and reduced interest in eating (spleen zang related). Since the body is in decay we find 
a weakening in Wei qi, the immune system; making AD patients prone to get pneumonia, the 
principal reason (together with ulcers) to death. A good indicator of the level of Wei qi is the activity 
in the TMMs. Muscular changes might indicate how Xue (the blood) circulates in the body, and xue 
is the foundation to wei qi. The last stage is really the loss of mental presence and contact with the 
external world. When Hun leaves the body and the AD patient is basically left with only Po, we 
might say that he is in the late stage. 
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Illustration 16 When Hun leave Po 


